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The Home Quick Planner includes 700 precut, reusable peel-and-stick, 1/4-inch scale furniture and

architectural symbols, plus a 5,600 square-foot floor plan grid to help you design your own building,

remodeling and decorating projects. (Also good for moving.) Symbols include everything you need

from tables, chairs, couches, beds and pianos to every standard kitchen cabinet and appliance, an

extensive assortment of bathroom fixtures and cabinets (for example, twelve sets of sink designs,

six different showers, and a dozen various baths and whirlpools), plus windows, doors, walls,

switches, outlets, lights and much more. Simply lift the symbols and arrange them on the floor plan

grid to design floor plans, move furniture and make changes. Step-by-step instructions and Design

Details: Critical Dimensions & Clearances are provided to help you improve your design and save

money. After you ve finished designing your floor plans with the Home Quick Planner, you can build

a three-dimensional model of your design with the 3-D Home Kit (also by Daniel Reif).
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These are so much fun! Very helpful and easy to use. They are missing some stuff and don't have

enough of some items. I would request they come up with an outdoor sheet. That way they could

includes barbecue grills, a couple extra dishwashers, mini refrigerators, more stools, hot tub, pools,

more shrubs, fences, brick walls, trampoline, different sized seating.... For the inside of the house -

missing French Door sized fridge, Murphy bed, office couch, padded bench, solar tubes, home



water filtration system.This packet had everything we needed to execute our overall design plan to

the contractors and eventually architects. We easily made it work with what they provided, just

would like some of the pieces mentioned above.I'd recommend buying 8:1 sheets of traceable

graph paper to use instead of the sheet provided. It works, but the 4:1 radio makes it harder to be

really accurate, plus then you can draw your lines with a ruler and save a ton of time by not using

the stickers for that part of your project.

This was, and remains, the best kit I have ever seen for putting together an interior design plan for a

new home, garage, guest quarters or whatever. Movable stickers allow for easy re-dos as your

ideas evolve. Many sizes of interior components such as cupboards, windows, chairs, tables etc.

allow great flexibility to put your already existing furniture into the space design so you know just

how it will look and function without having to buy everything new for a new home, etc. I actually

bought a 2nd kit to use to design our new home while our garage/workshop/guest quarters (1st kit)

was being built so I could flex both designs as needed. Well worth the price.

This is my second one! I love this kit except the pieces stop sticking after you move them a few

times and the graph paper sticks to the pieces some times. It has made designing an addition so

much easier. You can try all sorts of options and then share them with draftsmen or contractors or

your spouse in a way that everyone can understand. I would have gave it 5 stars if they pieces

didn't lose their stickiness and pull up the graph paper.

I've used this before to remodel my home. Now we are using it to plan the building of a new home

and it is very handy to lay out, discuss, and easily change ideas. I keep paper and a pencil close by

so we can get a "big idea" of what we are wanting, and then I lay out the "detailed" idea on the

planner and we reposition the elements once we SEE them and where they are most functional.

The stickers also serve to remind you of appliances/furnishings/elements you might have forgotten

or that might be a good addition to your plans.

What an amazing tool! Designed a new home from scratch - ended up saving me hundreds of

dollars and time on getting the furniture placement right! Also has a ton of great stickers for unique

homes (e.g., pianos, pool tables) so you can really get exact with the space. Also avoids the

schmoozy sales-focus of the online programs, always trying to make you upgrade to have a useful

tool.This is a terrific value, and very useful product.



Not reusable as the description says. The decals stick like they are made of tape. When you try and

peel them off you have to pick at them and then they do not restick. This makes walls useless

because they curl after one use. I started cutting out the furniture with the backing on it then when

you place the pieces they slide around. So overall it was not worth the money. I went back to simple

graph paper.

My husband and I are having a home built. He made a small model of the house using the plans.

We needed to find pieces 1/4 = 1foot. This peal and stick was perfect for what we wanted to do. We

now know exactly where our furniture will fit best in each room.These pieces make our floor plan

complete. Even though we didn't need to use all that were supplied in the kit, we found everything

we needed and were very satisfied.

This is a great home planner. I have used it before, and now that I am building a new house, I had

to have it. It has pockets for all your pictures, samples, etc. It will be indispensable in gathering all

the information I will need or the house.
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